We investigate the influence of quenched disorder on the dynamic structure factor of Heisenberg bilayers on the square, triangular, and kagome lattice in the quantum paramagnetic phase. Perturbative continuous unitary transformations and white graphs are employed to calculate the one-triplon contribution up to high orders in perturbation about the dimer limit for bimodal and continuous disorder. For the square lattice we find that the lifetime of the gap mode is increased by stronger quantum correlations while stronger disorder effects are observed for the triangular lattice due to geometric frustration. For intra-dimer disorder, in-band energy gaps are observed for both lattices which can be understood in terms of a level repulsion on dimers with low and high intra-dimer exchange that are close in energy at the momentum where the in-band gap opens. For the highly frustrated kagome lattice disorder even allows to decrease the gap energy. In addition, the localization length of the low-energy flat band is increased up to order 7 in perturbation theory. The interplay of quenched disorder, geometric frustration, and strong correlations leads therefore to rich structures in the dynamical structure factor of two-dimensional quantum magnets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Disorder is an inevitable ingredient of any condensed matter, but most of the times perfect translational symmetry is still a very good approximation. However, there are situations where this approximation breaks down and effects of disorder play a dominant role so that the physical behavior of clean systems can be fundamentally altered. Effects can range from the famous disorder-driven metalinsulator transition of excitations in electronic systems [1] to the appearance of new phases of matter like cluster spin glasses [2] or random singlet phases [3] in strongly correlated systems. Furthermore, if the Harris criterion [4] is violated, the critical properties of physical systems can be governed by the behavior in rare regions of the system [5] .
The effect of quenched disorder on low-lying excitations is of particular interest. On the one hand, experimentally, these can be probed by various measurement techniques as for example ineleastic neutron scattering [6] [7] [8] . On the other hand, theoretically, to predict the effect of disorder on the shape of eigenfunctions is challenging. In this respect the interplay of strong correlations and disorder as well as the effect on quasi-particles is of particular interest. Clearly, to gain such an understanding is crucial for interpreting experiments in disordered quantum materials with strong correlations.
Quantum magnetism is a great playground to examine strongly-correlated quantum matter. For quantum magnets with quenched disorder, ground-state properties were examined by various methods [9] [10] [11] [12] whereas the investigation of the low-lying excitations and their eigenstates is still in its infancy. For coupled-dimer magnets like the square lattice Heisenberg bilayer, the well-known bond-operator method has been generalized to describe the dynamic structure factor (DSF) of both singlet and magnetically ordered phases on the mean-field level [13] .
For the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin-1/2 ladder, a quasi one-dimensional building block of a Heisenberg bilayer, high-order series expansions using the method of perturbative continuous unitary transformations (pCUTs) and white graphs allow to evaluate the DSF beyond the mean-field level in a wide window of coupling ratios [14] . In particular, the effect of quenched disorder on elementary triplon excitations [15] but also two-triplon continua and bound states has been determined.
Here, we advance from these calculations for the quasi one-dimensional Heisenberg ladder [14] and calculate the one-triplon properties of the DSF for two-dimensional Heisenberg bilayers within the gapped quantum paramagnetic dimer phase. A primary focus is laid on the interplay of quenched disorder and geometric frustration, which we study by comparing the unfrustrated square lattice Heisenberg bilayer with the frustrated cases on the triangular and kagome lattice. Furthermore, the kagome bilayer has a more complex triplon band structure originating from the three-dimer unit cell and we investigate the influence of quenched disorder on such triplon bands.
The article is organized as follows. In Sect. II we introduce the model and the observables we focus on. In Sect. III we explain the methods that we use to do the calculations. Finally, in Sect. IV the results for the one-triplon contribution to the disorder-averaged DSF are given and we conclude in Sect. V.
II. MODEL AND OBSERVABLES
where S ν,n with n ∈ {1, 2} represent spin-1/2 operators on the upper (n = 1) and lower (n = 2) site of dimer ν. The first sum therefore runs over all intra-dimer couplings J ⊥ ν while the second term includes all inter-dimer interactions J ν,n . The disorder configuration {J} is given by the set of antiferromagnetic couplings J ⊥ ν and J ν,n and depends on the type of quenched disorder. Here our main focus is on bimodal disorder, i.e. the intra-and inter-dimer exchanges can take either the value J κ 1 with probability p or J κ 2 with probability 1 − p for κ ∈ {⊥, }. However, our technical treatment is more general and allows to consider any stationary quenched dimer disorder distribution. Specifically, we will compare bimodal disorder with Gaussian, box and bimodal Gaussian disorder. Gaussian disorder is given by a Gaussian distribution with mean µ given as the mean value of intra-and inter-dimer couplings and standard deviation σ given by the standard deviation of the intra-and inter-dimer couplings. For box disorder the couplings are drawn uniformly from a box with lower intra-dimer (inter-dimer) bound J ⊥ 1 (J 1 ) and upper intra-dimer (inter-dimer) bound J ⊥ 2 (J 2 ). The bimodal Gaussian distribution is made up of two Gaussian distributions. With a probability p the inter-or intra-dimer coupling is either chosen of one or the other of these two distributions.
Clean Heisenberg bilayers with J ⊥ ν ≡ J ⊥ and J ν,n ≡ J have a quantum paramagnetic singlet ground state and gapped triplon excitations for values of J /J ⊥ small enough. This disordered phase is adiabatically connected to the isolated dimer limit J = 0. In this limit the ground state is a product state of singlets |s =(| ↑↓ − | ↓↑ )/ √ 2 and excitations are local triplets |t +1 =| ↑↑ , |t +0 =(| ↑↓ + | ↓↑ )/ √ 2, and |t −1 =| ↓↓ . We then can reformulate the disordered Heisenberg bilayer (1) exactly in terms of triplet creation and annihilation operators t ( †) ν,α with t † ν,α |s ≡ |t α and α ∈ {±1, 0} on rung ν. Setting the average rung exchangē J ⊥ ≡ (J ⊥ 1 + J ⊥ 2 )/2 ≡ 1 and introducing the deviations ∆J ⊥ ± from it, allows to express (1) as
where
the number of dimers, the counting operator Q = ν,αn ν,α witĥ n ν,α = t † ν,α t ν,α , and theT n with [T n , Q] = nT n change the triplet number by n. TheT n depend explicitly on ∆J ⊥ ± as well as J 1,2 and therefore on the disorder configuration {J}. HereT ±2 correspond to pair creation and annihilation processes,T 0 contains triplet hopping as well as quartic triplet-triplet interactions, andT ±1 represent decay processes of one triplet into two or vice versa. Note thatT ±1 = 0 holds for the clean case where the Heisenberg bilayers possess an exact reflection symmetry about the centerline giving rise to a conserved parity quantum number ±1.
The central quantity for inelastic neutron scattering on disordered Heisenberg bilayers is the disorder averaged DSF
with momentum k, frequency ω, number of disorder configurations N dc , and
The index ± reduces to the parity quantum number for the clean Heisenberg bilayers.
Although all Heisenberg bilayers realize a singlet dimer phase for sufficiently small J /J ⊥ and amount of disorder, the physical properties of Heisenberg bilayers depend strongly on the specific lattice under consideration. This concerns the ground-state properties but also the properties of excited states. Here we investigate the disordered Heisenberg bilayer (1) on the square, triangular, and kagome lattice as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
A. Ground-state properties
In the absence of disorder, the Heisenberg bilayer on the unfrustrated hypercubic lattice including the square lattice displays for d > 1 a second-order phase transition between the gapped dimer singlet phase for J /J ⊥ small enough and a gapless Néel phase [16; 17] if the two hypercubic lattices are coupled sufficiently weak. The gapless modes are Goldstone bosons originating from the spontaneous breaking of the SU(2) symmetry. For the square lattice Heisenberg bilayer the quantum critical point is located at J /J ⊥ ≈ 0.3969 [18] . In the presence of dimer dilution, several quantum Monte Carlo simulations come to the conclusion that this model gains new critical exponents which fulfill the Harris criterion [19] [20] [21] . Only recently it was found that for a model with a quantum phase transition between similar phases as those of the square lattice Heisenberg bilayer the gapless Goldstone modes remain delocalized in the presence of disorder [22] . This rises the question how the gap mode in the disordered square lattice Heisenberg bilayer behaves when approaching the quantum critical point from the disordered phase.
In contrast to the square lattice Heisenberg bilayer, the triangular and kagome Heisenberg bilayer are geometrically frustrated. That disorder and the lifting of the ground-state degeneracy by it can have an influence on order by disorder transitions was shown in the frustrated pyrochlore lattice in Ref. class [23] known from quantum Monte-Carlo simulations of Heisenberg antiferromagnets on stacked-triangular lattices [24] . In contrast, for the kagome Heisenberg bilayer, the situation is unclear already in the clean case. Even in the limit of vanishing inter-dimer coupling J ⊥ = 0 and although there is consensus concerning the absence of magnetic long-range order, the ground state is either believed to be a gapped topologically-ordered or a gapless algebraic quantum spin liquid [25] [26] [27] . The fate of this quantum spin liquid for finite J ⊥ and the quantum phase transition to the dimer singlet phase for large J ⊥ is not yet understood to the best of our knowledge.
B. Triplon excitations of the dimer singlet phase
The elementary excitations of dimer singlet phases are triplon excitations [15] , i.e. dressed triplet excitations with total spin one and finite energy gap ∆ which reduce to local triplets centered on dimers ν for vanishing interdimer interactions J ν,n = 0. In the absence of disorder one has
where ω a (k) denotes the one-triplon band a as a function of wave vectork. Note that for the kagome latticek differs from the momentum k used in the DSF due to the three-dimer unit cell. The Heisenberg bilayer on the square and triangular lattice has a single-dimer unit cell and therefore only a single band with a = 1. In contrast, the unit cell for the kagome Heisenberg bilayer contains three dimers resulting in three one-triplon bands ω a (k) with a ∈ {1, 2, 3}. For second-order phase transitions between dimer singlet phases and magnetically ordered phases, like for the clean Heisenberg bilayer on the square and triangular lattice, the one-triplon gap ∆ vanishes with critical exponent zν of the underlying universality class and at an wave vectork associated with the magnetically ordered state, i.e.k = (π, π) (k = (±2π/, ∓2π/3)) for the square (triangular) Heisenberg bilayer. In contrast, the one-triplon gap ∆ is not expected to close for the highly frustrated Heisenberg bilayer on the kagome lattice due to the absence of magnetic order. In fact, this model hosts an almost flat lowest energy one-triplon band, which is a consequence of the frustration. In general and already for the triangular Heisenberg bilayer, geometric frustration results in negative interferences and a reduced kinetic energy of triplon excitations.
It is another aim of this work to examine the interplay between geometric frustration and quenched disorder on the physical properties of these triplon excitations. For the latter a special focus is laid on the effect of disorder on the (almost) flat one-triplon band of the kagome Heisenberg bilayer. To study all these questions, we calculate the onetriplon contribution to the disorder-averaged DSF with the method of pCUTs [28; 29] employing white graphs [14; 30] .
III. METHODS
Technically, we apply the method of pCUTs with the help of white graphs along the same lines as done for the disordered quasi one-dimensional Heisenberg ladder in Ref. 14. In order to be self-contained we nevertheless summarize the most important steps in the following.
A. pCUT
Here we perform pCUTs to obtain effective one-triplon Hamiltonians and the associated one-triplon contribution to the DSF for the Heisenberg bilayer in the dimer singlet phase and in the presence of quenched disorder.
The major target of a pCUT is to unitarily transform (2), order by order in J ν,n and ∆J ⊥ ± , to an effective Hamiltonian H eff which conserves the number of triplons so that [H eff , Q] = 0 holds. As a consequence, the complicated quantum many-body system is mapped to an effective few-body problem which is easier to solve. A pCUT application has a model-independent step, which expresses H eff in a sum of operator product sequences of theT n operators with exactly known rational coefficients. The most efficient way of performing the second model-dependent step, which amounts to a normal ordering of H eff , is a full-graph decomposition using the linked-cluster theorem (see also next subsection). To model the disorder every bond has an individual perturbation parameter assigned to. This idea is essential, since the pCUT calculation is only done once and then can be used for any realization of disorder {J} [14; 30] .
The effective one-triplon Hamiltonian H 1qp eff and the one-triplon contribution to the effective observable O 1qp ±,eff can be written as
where ν = (µ, κ) so that µ denotes the unit cell and κ the supersite (dimer) within µ. Further, a κ,κ µ,δ and w κ,κ µ,δ represent the one-triplon hopping amplitudes and the amplitudes for the transformed observable in the onetriplon basis, respectively. Using the pCUT method, we calculated these coefficients up to order 8 in perturbation for the square and kagome lattice, while we reached order 7 for the triangular lattice. The effective one-triplon problem is then diagonalized for finite Heisenberg bilayers with N d ≈ 10000 dimers and the DSF for a fixed disorder configuration is obtained using bins of width 2J ⊥ /1000. Averaging over N dc = 100 disorder configurations results in the averaged DSF (3). From an experimental viewpoint all relevant aspects of the DSF discussed below are converged because a finite broadening decreases the finite-size effects. A more detailed analysis of finite-size effects are given in appendix B.
B. Graph decomposition
One important advantage of a pCUT is that it obeys the linked-cluster theorem [29] . Due to that it is sufficient to do the pCUT calculations on finite graphs and embed the graph contributions afterwards on the lattice. We calculated all embeddings of all relevant graphs of a given order on the lattice with the boost graph library [31] . Then, knowing the disorder of one realization on the lattice, we determined the one-triplon effective Hamiltonian using these embeddings.
Since a single triplon is centered on a dimer, it is natural to consider a dimer as the elementary building block which we call supersite. The Heisenberg bilayer is then reduced to a single layer of supersites and we perform the graph expansion in terms of these supersites.
It is instructive to illustrate the procedure with most simple graphs, which are the point graph containing only one supersite (dimer) and the graph with two supersites and one edge. For the first graph there is only one embedding per supersite and hence for the whole lattice there are N d embeddings. The point graph only contributes for intra-dimer disorder and only in first-order perturbation theory. Depending on the specific disorder configuration {J} the local contribution of this graph to the one-triplon hopping amplitude a κ,κ µ,δ=0 at supersite (µ, κ) is either
For the next larger graph with two supersites and one edge there are two embeddings per supersite and hence there are 2N d (3N d ) embeddings for the square and kagome (triangular) lattice. Locally, the contribution of that graph depends on the inter-dimer exchanges between two neighboring supersites ν and ν and on the intra-dimer disorder at these supersites. This graph represents therefore the (leading) first-order contribution for inter-dimer disorder which is given by J 1 /2, (J 1 +J 2 )/4, and J 2 /2 for bimodal disorder.
In general, for a given order k in perturbation theory, graphs with at most k edges can contribute due to the linked-cluster theorem. The number of these graphs in a given order depends on the lattice under consideration. The number of local embeddings depends exponentially on the number of edges of the graphs and hence scales exponentially with the order k of the perturbation theory. This makes the computational cost strongly dependent on the lattice geometry and on the order k of the perturbative expansion. On the one hand for the triangular lattice almost all graphs with 8 edges match on the lattice while on the other hand the number of those graphs on the kagome lattice is significantly smaller. Also the high coordination number of the triangular lattice leads to a much larger number of embeddings compared to the square or kagome lattice. Because of that calculations on the triangular lattice were only performed up to order 7 and on the other two lattices they were done up to order 8.
IV. DYNAMIC STRUCTURE FACTOR
For the standard Anderson model all states are localized and only in three dimensions a localization-delocalization transition can occur [32] . A crucial difference to these first-order models is that in the Heisenberg bilayers the disorder acts at the distance of the correlation length approximately given by the perturbative order. Furthermore, the disorder in the different matrix elements is correlated and this correlation depends on the geometry and the quantum fluctuations. Intra-dimer disorder in first order resembles the Anderson model while inter-dimer disorder in first order leads to random nearest-neighbor one-triplon hopping amplitudes. Such models are also sometimes referred to as Anderson models but show larger localization lengths for similar disorder strengths than the usual Anderson models with on-site disorder [32] . Though, almost all eigenstates are still localized for such models except the ones in the band center [32; 33] . Differences between intra-and inter-dimer disorder in one dimension were already discussed in detail for antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin ladders in [14] .
Another characteristic of the disorder is the probability distribution of the exchange couplings. Most of the times we will investigate bimodal disorder since it is relevant for the modeling of various disordered quantum materials synthesized by intentional doping. However, to find out how sensitive the DSF is to the moments of the probability distribution we will also compare with continuous distributions that either agree up to the first two or four moments with the bimodal distribution.
To really compare experimental results with the theoretical calculations of the DSF on Heisenberg bilayers it is essential to incorporate higher order perturbative effects as we do here. It is thus another aim of the calculations to show that it is possible to give quantitative calculations for the DSF of disordered quantum magnets.
A. Intra-dimer disorder
For intra-dimer disorder the reflection symmetry at the centerline of the dimers is not broken and hence the observable S + (k, ω) is zero. In all Heisenberg bilayers the first-order effect of inter-dimer disorder is a random on-site hopping term a κ,κ µ,δ=0 , i.e. a disordered chemical potential, in a nearest-neighbor one-triplon hopping Hamiltonian. For intra-dimer disorder in one dimension we found very characteristic structures in the DSF that had their origin in the fragmentation of the ladder into finite ladder segments [14] . This fragmentation could be understood by the fact that there is no percolation in one dimension. For the two-dimensional Heisenberg bilayers with intra-dimer disorder this is different. On all of the three lattices we study in this work there is a threshold p c for site percolation. To understand the connection between percolation and intra-dimer disorder better it is instructive to go to the limit of bimodal intra-dimer disorder with an extremely small nearest-neighbor one-triplon hopping amplitude, i.e. sufficiently small J ν,n . In this limit the eigenstates are either solely with all their weight on dimers with intra-dimer-exchange J ⊥ 1 or J ⊥ 2 . Hence, if p is the probability for the value J ⊥ 1 and p < p c , the eigenstates can not be extended since there is no percolating cluster. Furthermore, there is no smooth density of states (DOS) in these energy regions since the probability for a finite contributing cluster decays exponentially with size. If one increases the one-triplon hopping amplitudes this picture is obviously not correct anymore. However, it still serves as a good approximation if the hopping is small compared to J ⊥ 1 − J ⊥ 2 . Because percolation properties are dependent on the specific lattice it will be interesting to see if we can explain differences in the DSF on the different lattices within the just described limit.
Square lattice
The disorder setup considered for the square lattice is an inter-dimer coupling of J = 0.2 and two different intra-dimer exchanges J ⊥ 1 = 0.8 and J ⊥ 2 = 1.2 and N d = 10000 and N dc = 100. The value J ⊥ 1 was chosen with probabilities p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. In Fig. 2 the DSF is shown for p = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9. For p = 0.3, 0.7 the plots are given in appendix C in Fig. 18 .
Highest intensities are found at the gap momentum k = (π, π) for p = 0.9. This has two reasons. First, the effective ratio between inter-dimer and intra-dimer
] is close to 0.2/0.8 = 1/4 and highest in comparison to p = 0.1, 0.5. Since the static structure factor at k = (π, π) increases upon approaching the critical point larger coupling ratios lead to larger intensities. The other reason is that the effect of disorder depends on the ratio of the standard deviation of the intra-dimer disorder and the effective coupling ratio. Consequently also the effect of disorder is weakest for p = 0.9 leading to longer lifetimes that result in higher intensities.
The description in terms of bands with a finite lifetime breaks down at certain momenta that depend on p. At these momenta we see the remarkable presence of small in-band energy gaps. We see these in-band gaps close to the momenta k = (0, π) for p = 0.5 while for p = 0.3 the momentum is closer to k = (π, π) and for p = 0.7 it is further away. For p = 0.9 it is hard to observe because of the small disorder and for p = 0.1 it opens in the surrounding of k = (π, π). The mechanism responsible for this effect shall be described briefly in the following:
On the one hand for zero intra-dimer disorder the eigenstates are momentum states. Inducing a small disorder leads to a finite lifetime of the momentum states, but a description in terms of them is still possible. On the other hand, for infinite intra-dimer disorder corresponding to hopping amplitudes of zero the eigenstates are purely local and the system has a density of p with the first intra-dimer exchange J ⊥ 1 as eigenvalue and 1 − p with the second intra-dimer exchange J ⊥ 1 as eigenvalue. Increasing the coupling ratio in that situation leads in first order to a hopping between the blocks of dimer states with J ⊥ 1 or J ⊥ 2 . When one increases the hopping further a small den-sity of J ⊥ 1 -states mixes into the J ⊥ 2 -eigenstates and vice versa. The disorder we are dealing with here is in between those two limiting regimes. Analyzing the eigenstates shows that below the in-band gap the density of J ⊥ 1 -sites in the eigenstates is almost 80% and that of J ⊥ 1 -sites 20% and vice versa above the in-band gap as can be seen in Fig. 3 . Though, apparent when looking at the DSF using momentum with a finite broadening as descriptor seems not too bad in regions not close to the in-band gaps. The regions with the lower intra-dimer exchange occupy predominantly the momenta with lowest energy and vice versa for the regions with the larger intra-dimer exchange. The in-band gap results from a repulsion of states on dimers with low and high intra-dimer exchanges that are close in energy at the momentum where the in-band gap opens.
Next we address the issue of percolation. For zero interdimer coupling one has a density of p states with energy 0.8 and a density of 1 − p with energy 1.2. If the interdimer coupling is small compared to J ⊥ 2 − J ⊥ 1 the states remain separated in regions of the lattice with J ⊥ ν = J ⊥ 1 or J ⊥ ν = J ⊥ 2 respectively. For such an situation the DOS in the regions with p < p pc ≈ 0.59 [34] , where p pc is the bond percolation threshold of the lattice, consists of states that can only interact with a finite part of the lattice and hence the DOS for p < p pc should not show smooth behavior. As one increases the inter-dimer coupling the probability for hopping processes over more sites increases and one expects a possible percolation of the states for p < p pc . For the behavior of the DOS (see Fig. 11 in appendix C) and also of the DSF in the momentum region around the momentum k = (π, π) in the p = 0.1-case and for the momentum region around k = (0, 0) in the p = 0.9-case (hardly visible) one finds roughly a peaked shape. This is in accordance with the percolation picture.
Triangular lattice
In the triangular lattice the disorder setup is an interdimer coupling of J = 0.15 and two different intra-dimer exchanges J ⊥ 1 = 0.85 and J ⊥ 2 = 1.15 and N d = 9801 and N dc = 100. The probabilities chosen for J ⊥ 1 = 0.85 are again p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. In Fig. 4 the DSF is displayed for p = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9 while the cases p = 0.3, 0.7 are shown in appendix C in Fig. 18 . The calculations were only done up to order 7 because of the high coordination number of the triangular lattice and the resulting large number of embeddings.
Similar to the square lattice we see that a small inband gap opens and the energy of this in-band gap as well as the dominant momenta depend on the probability p. The mechanism responsible for that is the same as in the square lattice.
On the one hand the site percolation threshold for the triangular lattice of p pc = 0.5 is smaller compared to the square and kagome lattice. On the other hand frustration leads to a suppression of kinetic terms. Furthermore, dimer disorder for the square lattice with J = 0.2 and ∆J ⊥ = ±0.2 for p = 0.1 in (a), p = 0.5 in (b) and p = 0.9 in (c).
the inter-dimer coupling used for the triangular lattice is slightly smaller than the one used for the square lattice due to convergence issues of the perturbative expansion. Comparing the DSF for p = 0.5 we find stronger localization effects and claim that these are mainly due to the suppression of kinetic terms by frustration. Also for p = 0.1 the states below the gap are flatter and hence more localized than in the square lattice. Hence even though the states in these regions have more neighbours than in the square lattice the effect of suppression of kinetic terms is stronger and the states are more localized.
For the DOS (see Fig. 11 in appendix C) one finds similar effects as in the square lattice in the non-percolating regions. However, it is not possible to relate these effects FIG. 3: For the bimodal intra-dimer disorder in the square lattice and for the probabilities p = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 the overlap n of the eigenfunctions with dimer states of value J ⊥ 1 = 0.8 is shown as a function of ω. Up to the transition energy region the overlap is larger than 0.8 for p = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7. In contrast, for larger ω the overlap with J ⊥ 1 = 0.8 dimer states is smaller than 0.2.
in a quantitative way to the percolation threshold of the lattice since the percolation picture is only valid exactly in the limit J /J ⊥ → 0.
Kagome lattice
We chose an inter-dimer coupling of J = 0.2 and two intra-dimer exchanges J ⊥ 1 = 0.8 and J ⊥ 2 = 1.2 and N d = 9747 and N dc = 100. In Fig. 5 the DSF is shown for p = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9 while the cases p = 0.3, 0.7 are given in appendix C in Fig. 19 .
Without disorder the lowest band of the kagome lattice is completely flat up to order 7 in perturbation theory similar to the one-particle spin-flip excitation in the transversefield Ising model [35] . The states of that band can be chosen as completely localized states on the hexagons of the kagome lattice. In the cases p = 0.1, 0.9 there remains a strong intensity in the flat band coming from hexagons with solely J ⊥ = J ⊥ 2,1 -couplings. This is not surprising since 0.9 6 ≈ 0.5 and hence there are still approximately 0.5 N d /3 states with the energy of the flat band of the pure cases. For p = 0.1 below and for p = 0.9 above this band one sees further contributions of other very localized states. These are linked to other intra-dimer coupling configurations on a hexagon or are very localized states evolving out of the dispersive bands. For the kagome lattice the site percolation threshold is p pc ≈ 0.65 [36] .Even without disorder the DOS of the flat band shows just one peak up to order 7 in perturbation theory because the band is completely flat. With disorder the DOS in the flat band region is not smooth and shows peaks belonging to the hexagon states of different disorder configurations (see Fig. 11 in appendix C). For p = 0.1 we see a more peaked structure for energies smaller than 1 while for p = 0.9 we see it for energies larger than 1. These energies come from dimer disorder in the triangular lattice with J = 0.15 and ∆J ⊥ = ±0.15 for p = 0.1 in (a), p = 0.5 in (b) and p = 0.9 in (c).
the dispersive bands and hence show a similar behaviour in context of percolation as seen for the other two lattices.
The effects of disorder on the dispersive bands are similar to the ones on the other lattices for p = 0.1, 0.9 and lead to a small broadening and the lower energetic dispersive band splits depending on the momentum. However, for p = 0.5 things change drastically and the DSF shows a wild appearance. One can not distinguish clearly anymore between the three bands since parts evolving out of the three bands of the clean cases contribute to the DSF at the same momenta and energies. This is reflected in the small value of the inverse participation ratio (IPR) in Fig. 13 in appendix C. We claim that stronger interactions between the flat and dispersive bands for p = 0.5 are responsible for this behavior.
The overall gap gets decreased compared to the pure cases p = 0 and p = 1. The reason for that is the larger localization length of the flat band states in the presence of disorder up to order 7 in perturbation. This is different in higher orders where the local hexagon modes are no eigenstates anymore. (k, ω) is shown for bimodal intradimer disorder in the kagome lattice with J = 0.2 and ∆J ⊥ = ±0.2 for p = 0.1 in (a), p = 0.5 in (b) and p = 0.9 in (c).
Continuous disorder
Continuous distributions without bimodal character can not reproduce the DSF we find for bimodal intradimer disorder. This is not surprising since the bimodal intra-dimer disorder has a huge effect on the local energy distribution. For better comparisons a bimodal Gaussian distribution was chosen. This distribution was obtained by choosing with probability p = 0.5 a value of a Gaussian distribution with mean J ⊥ 1 and width ∆ and with probability 1 − p = 0.5 a value of a Gaussian distribution with mean J ⊥ 2 and width ∆. This width was chosen such that the second and fourth moment of this distribution and the bimodal distribution coincide. For the continuous disorder we again took N d = 10000 and N dc = 100 but the observable was only calculated up to order 7. In Fig. 6 the DSF of the intra-dimer disorder on the square lattice for p = 0.5 is compared with this bimodal Gaussian distribution. One sees that the agreement is decent. If one chooses just a distribution that agrees with the bimodal one up to the first two moments such an agreement can in general not be obtained. It is quite interesting to note that the continuous distribution only agrees up to the first four moments with the bimodal distribution. The question arises how important moments higher than four are for the DSF in the case of intra-dimer disorder.
B. Inter-dimer disorder
A limiting case of inter-dimer disorder is that J 1 − J 2 is small compared to the average one-triplon hopping amplitudeJ . Then one can treat J ν −J as a perturbation that will give rise to a finite lifetime of momentum states. Obviously the quantum correlations of the Heisenberg bilayer on the corresponding lattice influence this perturbation. Thus, the lifetime and the shape of the DSF in momentum space is not only dependent on the strength or the form of the disorder but also on the strong correlations on the lattice. These effects can enhance the effect of disorder and decrease the lifetime of the momentum modes or can stabilize these modes by increasing the lifetime.
The symmetric DSF S + (k, ω) has finite weight for interdimer disorder. However, in contrast to S − (k, ω) this weight is very small for two reasons. First, the weight is only non-vanishing for different inter-dimer couplings J on the upper and lower part of the bilayer. The probability for that to occur is 2p(1 − p). Second, even for the parts of the lattice ν where the former holds the weight of O + (ν) is very small because it is zero up to the first order of perturbation theory. That the probability for O + (ν) to have a contribution is 2p(1−p) ≤ 0.5 and to have a contribution with constructive phase is p(1 − p) ≤ 0.25 implies that O + (k) is composed solely of local disconnected terms because no bond percolation can occur on any of the three lattices. This is the reason why S + (k, ω) can be seen as a local measurement and why its form is similar to the DOS. Nevertheless, especially for high coupling ratios, an inelastic neutron scattering measurement of S + (k, ω) might be possible for energies in the one-triplon regime. inter-dimer disorder in the square lattice with J ⊥ = 1, J 1 = 0.1 and J 2 = 0.3 for p = 0.5 in (a) and for p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and momenta k = (0, 0) in (b), k = (0, π) in (c) and k = (π, π) in (d).
Square lattice
The inter-dimer disorder we looked at for the square lattice is bimodal with two different inter-dimer exchanges of J 1 = 0.3 and J 2 = 0.1 and N d = 10000 and N dc = 100. S − (k, ω) was calculated for the probabilities p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and it is shown in Fig. 7 . In appendix C the symmetric structure factor S + (k, ω) is depicted in the Figs. 20 and 21. We stress that the intensities in S + (k, ω) are always very small compared to S − (k, ω).
Interestingly, the lifetimes are highest at the gap momentum k = (π, π). In first-order perturbation theory k = (π, π) can be mapped to k = (0, 0) and vice versa. Differences in the lifetime at these two momenta are hence caused by higher order perturbations [14] . One can thus say that the quantum correlations lead to a stabilization of the lifetime of the mode at k = (π, π). Inter-dimer disorder leads to a disorder potential in k-space. Apart from the details of this scattering the more states close in energy can be scattered to the lower one expects the lifetime to be. This is an important reason why one finds the low lifetimes at k = (0, π) and higher ones at the band edges. The high DOS at these energies in Fig. 12 is in accordance with this reasoning. This also explains why the lifetimes are much higher at the band edges compared to the results for the spin ladder in one dimension [14] .
Triangular lattice
For the triangular lattice we considered bimodal interdimer disorder with J 1 = 1/15 and J 1 = 1/5 and N d = 9801 and N dc = 100. We calculated the DSF for p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. It is depicted in Fig. 8 . In appendix C the symmetric structure factor S + (k, ω) is shown in the Figs. 20 and 21. As in the square lattice the intensities in S + (k, ω) are very small compared to S − (k, ω).
In contrast to the inter-dimer disorder results for the square lattice here the couplings are chosen further away from the critical point because of the enhancement of the disordered phase by frustration and convergence issues of the perturbative expansion.
The lifetime at the gap momentum k = (4π/3, 2π/3) is lower than in the square lattice. As in the intra-dimer disorder we identify frustration and its effect on kinetic terms as the main reason for that. Even in first-order perturbation theory there is no symmetry between the spectral shape at k = (0, 0) and at the gap momentum. We see that the lifetimes at the gap momentum are shorter than at k = (0, 0) for all p which is a significant difference to the situation on the square lattice. dimer disorder in the kagome lattice with J ⊥ = 1, J 1 = 0.1 and J 2 = 0.3 for p = 0.1 in (a), p = 0.5 in (b) and p = 0.9 in (c).
Kagome lattice
In the kagome lattice we considered a bimodal interdimer disorder of J 1 = 0.1 and J 1 = 0.3 and N d = 9747 and N dc = 100. We calculated the DSF for p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and it is shown for p = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9 in Fig. 9 . In appendix C it is also depicted for p = 0.3, 0.7 in Fig. 19 . The symmetric structure factor S + (k, ω) is depicted in Fig. 20 in appendix C. Also for the kagome lattice the intensities in S + (k, ω) are very small compared to S − (k, ω).
In contrast to the generic behavior that is also found for the square and the triangular lattice in the kagome lattice the minimum energy in the presence of disorder is lower than the bounds given by all exchanges equal J 1 = 0.1 or J 1 = 0.3. The crucial difference of the kagome lattice geometry is that its energetically lowest band is almost flat without disorder. The eigenstates in that flat band are localized on the hexagons of the kagome lattice up to order 7 in perturbation theory. This is possible because of destructive interference on the neighboring links to other hexagons. Inter-dimer disorder now breaks this destructive interference and the eigenstates get a larger localization length than in the clean case. These longer ranged correlated eigenstates can reach lower energies as was already seen for intra-dimer disorder in the kagome lattice. As a side note this rises the question if disorder can lead to new critical behavior of otherwise non-critical flat modes.
The effect of disorder on the two dispersive bands is weaker than the one on the flat band. This is related to the fact that without disorder the states in the dispersive bands are extended two-dimensional momentum states whereas in the flat band these are to a good approximation localized states in position space. Interestingly, already a small amount of disorder like p = 0.1, 0.9 has huge effects on the flat band. This might be of special interest for experiments in which it is not possible to reach larger p.
The kagome lattice has three bands in the clean case. Disorder leads to interactions between the states in these three bands. The dispersive bands can potentially interact with the almost flat band at low energies. We see that with disorder one can not find a gap anymore between the lowest band and the one in the middle. This rises the question how strong the states originating from the dispersive and the flat band interact and if the dispersive bands can get flatter or the flat band more dispersive.
Continuous disorder
In Fig. 10 the bimodal inter-dimer disorder on the square lattice with p = 0.5 was compared with Gaussian and box disorder that coincides in the first two moments with the bimodal disorder. For the continuous disorder also N d = 10000 and N dc = 100 was considered but the observable was only calculated up to order 7. One can see that the agreement is excellent. We conclude that for inter-dimer disorder on the square lattice agreement in the first two moments of the disorder is almost sufficient for a quantitative agreement. This is in strong contrast to the situation in one dimension where one can see significant differences between different kinds of leg disorder that only agree up to the first two moments.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The pCUT method together with a white-graph expansion is an efficient tool to investigate the fate of quasiparticles under quenched disorder in two dimensions. We dimer disorder in the square lattice with J ⊥ = 1, J 1 = 0.1 and J 1 = 0.3 for p = 0.5 in blue. In red it is shown for a Gaussian distribution and in yellow for a box distribution with agreement in the first two moments with the bimodal distribution. In (a) k = (0, 0), in (b) k = (0, π) and in (c) k = (π, π).
showed this by calculating the one-triplon DSF of disordered Heisenberg bilayers on the square, triangular, and kagome lattice in the quantum paramagnetic phase. We found that disorder leads to a decrease of the minimum energy in the kagome lattice. Related to that one finds larger localization lengths in the flat band as long as local hexagon modes are still exact eigenstates. Frustration in the triangular lattice had the effect of stronger localization. In the square lattice stronger quantum correlations stabilized the mode at k = (π, π). For inter-dimer disorder agreement up to the second moment of the disorder distribution is almost sufficient for a quantitative agreement in the DSF. This is different for intra-dimer disorder where the bimodal character of the disorder plays a crucial role.
Quantitative calculations for the DSF in the presence of disorder are typically hard to obtain. We therefore believe that our approach will be of relevance for direct comparisons with experiments on disordered two-dimensional quantum magnets in the future.
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APPENDIX
In Appendix A the densities of states for the sorts of disorder considered in the main body of the paper are given. In Appendix B results for the inverse participation ration (IPR) and the finite-size scaling of the DSF are discussed. Additional figures for the symmetric and anti-symmetric DSF not contained in the main text are depicted in Appendix C.
Appendix A: Density of states
The non-normalized density of states is defined as
where n runs over the energies of one sample and r over the number of samples. With this the density of states (DOS) is defined as
In Fig. 11 it is shown for the intra-dimer disorder and in Fig. 12 for the inter-dimer disorder of the main body of the paper. As already mentioned in the main body of the paper one can see roughly peaked structures for intra-dimer disorder in the energy regions of the intradimer value that is taken with a small enough probability compared to the percolation threshold of the lattice. In the kagome lattice one furthermore finds peaks in the DOS that belong to the states originating from the flat band.
One also finds these peaks for inter-dimer disorder. Apart from this and in contrast to intra-dimer disorder, the DOS is smooth for inter-dimer disorder.
Appendix B: Inverse participation ratio and finite-size scaling
The inverse participation ratio (IPR)
with |ν denoting position states, is a simple and intuitive measure for the localization length of a normalized eigenfunction |n . Suppose |n is a plane wave eigenstate of a periodic one-dimensional chain with one atom in the unit cell. Then the IPR will be N d . For all other extended states the IPR will be smaller but always remain ∝ N d . For a perfectly localized eigenstate with |n = |ν the value of the IPR is one. An exponentially localized state has a finite IPR for sufficiently large system sizes. In Fig. 13 the IPR is shown for the intra-dimer disorder and in Fig. 14 body of the paper. To analyze the scaling behavior two different system sizes where compared. In the square lattice these were N d = 10000 and N d = 2500, in the triangular lattice N d = 9801 and N d = 2601 and in the kagome lattice N d = 9747 and N d = 2700.
For intra-dimer disorder the IPR shows smaller values in the non-percolating regions and for p = 0.5 in the region with the smaller effective ratio between inter-and intra-dimer coupling. In the other regions the IPR still shows scaling of extended stats. The reason for that is that the localization length in these regions is not yet small compared to the system size. The IPR for highest and smallest energies always has a comparatively low value because the energy eigenstates of these energies have a lot of weight on either consecutive J ⊥ 1 -or J ⊥ 2dimers. This means for larger and larger systems the IPR should actually start to rise again for the extremal energies. Because our system size is too small to cover this we only see minima of the IPR at these energies yet. In the kagome lattice it is remarkable how small the IPR is for p = 0.5 compared with the other values of p. In the energy regions of the flat band also much smaller values of the IPR are seen compared to those of the dispersive bands.
For inter-dimer disorder in the square and triangular lattice the IPR shows scaling of extended states except for the extremal energies. The reason for that is again that the system size is not yet large enough compared to the localization lenghts. In the kagome lattice the situation is similar except for the low-energy regions linked to the flat band. Towards this region we see that the difference in the IPR of the smaller and larger system gets smaller and smaller. For the same system sizes as for the IPR also S − (k, ω) was compared for intra-dimer disorder in Fig. 15 and for inter-dimer disorder in Fig. 16 . S + (k, ω) was compared in Fig. 17 . One sees that even though for many energies the IPR indicated that the localization length is larger than the system size the agreement of the DSF is still quite good.
Appendix C: DSF
This last appendix contains further results for the symmetric and anti-symmetric DSF, which are not contained in the main body of the article. ing behaviour is shown for bimodal intra-dimer disorder, p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and the corresponding disorder configurations of the main body of the paper in (a) for the square, in (b) for the triangular lattice and in (c) for the kagome lattice. The momentum k is the gap momentum in the corresponding lattices, i.e. k = (π, π) for the square, k = (2π/3, 4π/3) for the triangular and k = (2π/3, 4π/3) for the kagome lattice. ing behaviour is shown for bimodal inter-dimer disorder, p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and the corresponding disorder configurations of the main body of the paper in (a) for the square, in (b) for the triangular lattice and in (c) for the kagome lattice. The momentum k is the gap momentum in the corresponding lattices, i.e. k = (π, π) for the square, k = (2π/3, 4π/3) for the triangular and k = (2π/3, 4π/3) for the kagome lattice. ing behaviour is shown for bimodal inter-dimer disorder, p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and the corresponding disorder configurations of the main body of the paper in (a) for the square, in (b) for the triangular lattice and in (c) for the kagome lattice. The momentum k is the gap momentum in the corresponding lattices, i.e. k = (π, π) for the square, k = (2π/3, 4π/3) for the triangular and k = (2π/3, 4π/3) for the kagome lattice. dimer disorder, p = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and the corresponding disorder configurations of the main body of the paper in (a) for the square, in (b) for the triangular lattice and in (c) for the kagome lattice. The momentum k is the gap momentum in the corresponding lattices, i.e. k = (π, π) for the square, k = (2π/3, 4π/3) for the triangular and k = (2π/3, 4π/3) for the kagome lattice.
